This paper shows that Jensen's alpha may be a biased performance measure even for public-information-based portfolios, unless the benchmark portfolio return has no serial correlation, and the bias can be substantial even when the underlying asset pricing model holds.
Introduction
A good performance measure should do two things. First, it should assign zero to passive portfolios or public-information-based portfolios. Second, it should assign positive numbers to good performers and negative numbers to bad performers.
Jensen's alpha, proposed by Jensen (see [1] ), is the most popular portfolio performance measure in finance. However, it is known that Jensen's alpha is not a suitable performance measure for market timers. It sometimes assigns negative numbers to successful market timers (e.g., see [2] ), violating the second condition for a good performance measure. This paper shows that it does not satisfy the first condition, either. It has been generally believed that Jensen's alpha assigns zero to passive portfolios or random unsuccessful market timers. It is true only when market returns are serially independent. When market returns are serially correlated, Jensen's alpha can be a biased performance measure even for public-information-based portfolios. We provide an explicit formula to evaluate the bias in this case.
This paper shows that we need to be more careful when we interpret the results of the performance evaluation.
A Bias in Jensen's Alpha
We make the following assumptions in this paper: 1) For every individual asset i, its return, r i satisfies,
where f r is a constant,  . Under the assumptions above, Jensen's alpha may be regarded as a reasonable performance measure on a portfolio. That is, the performance of a portfolio can be measured as: 
Portfolio P is a public-information-based portfolio, since its time t strategy is only based on the information set at time t − 1. If Jensen's alpha is a good performance measure, it should assign 0 to this portfolio.
Lemma: Suppose X follows the standard normal dis- 
In addition, 
Hence, 
